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elcome to ROARSHOCK PAGE Volume 12
beginning explorations in 2019. Prediction:
it will be an odd year. In this publication,
these next 12 months, look for new literary sketches,
experimental writing and some epic poetry. The journey
begins now with the 3rd of 7 Paris Cut-Ups by D. A.
Wilson. Thank you, reader, for being here and investing
the time and attention required. You are appreciated.

PARIS CUT-UP #3
here. She fills my head, she fills my darling woman who
@ earthling.net D. A. Wilson traffic out in nervous system memory - loops pressing social all out of Friday
himself and supposed to own my neck so you can THE
YEAR Yesterday, I as the arbitrary earth from far flung
lands to Asia, Russia. I saw the Pyramid. YAGA serves
wonder less seam techno wiz knew again. This edition
of PAGE the first one agrees actually begins one year
2001. Then this a year of most of it. "...our conditions."
-- William Shakespeare "riverrun, past Eve and Adam
bend of bay, brings us back to Howth Castle and..." -James Joyce, Finnegans [ABRIDGED] be reached expanse, linear, say 2:30 p.m. And indeed still soft from
bullshitting me now fucking heels over Romania outlaw
James Joyce died (1941), Margo Skinner, Hal Roach,
Martin Luther, The Allied War, Benjamin Frank, Thomas Phipps. The Concorde service began. Wolfgang in
Boston, MA. in Philadelphia, PA harbor opened born
power in Cuba as born as born in St. Joseph, MO of
Wyoming became inaugurated in the U.S. born in Tupelo, MS. was born to the ROARSHOCK millennium Idea
that the third millennium from today, on January 1, transition. Let's make the stars, the stars above us govern
God in flesh. Ha! Albert Einstein let go of what? Of
course my lifestyle eats favor this side of the karmic
destruction start whole good things and creative energy
a door more often. This something above real concern
more often than in an other. There four proofs while we
come do primal chaos and orderly movements whose
mountain top and personal effect humanity eat birds and
barbarians. Thin Bland Mr. Vulture. I'm sick of health
through masks their faces through the shuddered not
true! with twisted glee gleam they said most difficult
thing of all thing you thought Lewis Carroll was Thomas Paine was W. C. Fields was ROARSHOCK PAGE
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available February 2. D. A. Wilson's chapbook and other poems available my literary dune. That Real entrance
always incognito for the forests of sunlight and might
put in changes matter get comfort hidden legal tender
can't force a fight. It isn't that easy to toys in fear of the
pessimist and in Russia, Boris. I wonder the way the
tasks immense, but I believe that love may yet save this
because he swell! Phipps Chicago Cathedral played
"Auld Lang Syne." 12 bells red and drank their wine
exploded in fireworks me to San Francisco. I saw joyful
celebration family the human tribe hostages released
alive down here this year. Ah next year for all! It's been
years and even my writing and beans and the know
how. I'd sit around the course honors with Clephius et
al., dropping process and the Fountain of Youth and saw
the actors that did not show, only words, "Death!
Death!" Oh say that the doctors their iron fangs fighting
for peace you must, you must do which to do no someone up posters got in which I had spiritual kind close to.
I forget and land of Valter C. certain wall in the future
time. In the future I saw the Acropolis, Madrid, and I
saw Paris. Then London and thunderous ball drop and
the new year midnight that no one wanting all already
calling me who imagine to hoped for normalcy wrote
this for the optimist meeting and orchestrate memory,
our brains. Debauchery. Yeats again in a fleeting sewers
with a rolling hex insect fashion and a vigor with those
secret ass, I don't know! services the pope's first blessing the new year come to Africa and Berlin as they
turned. Mean time on the Thames, on Times Square in
NYC, come to Chicago. I stood on Nob Hill anyway.
This has been the normal. Please remain damn well out
of not kinds of fear. Let me out! I think I gotten Asilomar. My relations insist on normal, and since
Clephius served all lurk this week, the featherless sincere very shallow and linear weekday morn. Unfortunately another publicist ghost-fellow the Communist
Party in San Francisco, CA., in Elmira, NY was born.
Iraq began was born in Boston, MA born jet passenger
Mozart was born, born JEM. Clearly an understanding.
The multiverse of boundless time and IT WILL NEVER
BE. Wait a minute, and get it all. The Asilomar experience hygiene and insects. And that I didn't concentrate
your self-image via Internet and satellite video of time
circled round the globe. Lands of the Pacific, down under Bethlehem and Jerusalem and the Sphinx plant color
feelings there. Reading over easily as I'm too keeping
my hips with other live human experience that orches-
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trate all repeating that encounter ecstasy or dismal decency. What a spiritual contact high, many friends out
of the Order would sleep this possible Friday after line.
It was not a question of breaking atop a dune with beauty and scratching intruder stamping upon the eyes. He
might as well try breathing from swerve of shore to vicus of Environs with my fellow the bells of Grace then
chimed the crowd above the bay as the year 2000 all
around the world by all colors in this the Indian Airlines
term-cum-free-school and all party with Rapid Aging
from the 1900s. ROARSHOCK Subscriptions, $10 published by: Golden Land Info. In a sense, we encounter
neurosciences in disgust he related to fantasy cured in
the hour fraught with haze matter of personal explanations up the lies are good around resigned head difficult,
obstacles formidable, and the human spirit, San Francisco, 01/01/00. JANUARY 21ST "This day is dedicated
to Tom Phipps a wonderful person. Yeah sure!" 2 Number 2 will be Hours of a Rainy Day from Golden Land,
$10 unless they return me to McCoy fellow bought going on a theme of crows. They can paint uncertainty, I
guess, because those people who for life thank you.
Magic your skill from spoiling for go through the room
of P.O. Box 641804, San Francisco, CA. email: goldenland. Copyright © 2000 my head, she fills my head and
delights me.
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NEW YEAR’S DAY
Apple Computer was incorporated.
NEW MOON
William Kennedy Dickson received a
patent for motion picture film.
New York State Assembly refused to seat
five duly elected Socialist assemblymen.
First transatlantic telephone service established linked New York City to London.
President Woodrow Wilson announced
“Fourteen Points” in aftermath of WWI.
Joan Baez was born, Staten Island, NY.
Fritz Lang's film Metropolis was released
in Germany.
Carol Channing died at age 92.
Mary Oliver, poet, died aged 83.
Last German made Volkswagen Beetle
left VW's plant in Emden.
United States federal government shut
down when the Senate failed to pass a
temporary funding bill.
FULL WOLF SUPER BLOOD MOON
Madeleine Albright became first woman
to serve as U. S. Secretary of State.
Bucharest proclaimed capital of Romania.
The first Emmy Awards were presented.
The Rocky Mountain National Park was
established by act of U. S. Congress.
Dante Alighieri exiled from Florence.
“The Raven” by Edgar Allan Poe published in The Evening Mirror in New
York.
Yerba Buena, California was renamed
San Francisco, California.
Guy Fawkes was executed for plotting
against Parliament and King James.
John C. Frémont was court-martialed for
mutiny and disobeying orders.
http://roarshock.net/january.html

ROARSHOCK PAGE, Volume 12, Number 2 will become
available February 19, 2019.
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